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Major Reform Updates 

 

Royal Commission into 
Banks & Financial Services 

12 February 2018 

Update  

  

 

The initial public hearing of the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the 
Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry took place on 12 
February 2018 in Melbourne. 

The first round of hearings has been scheduled for Tuesday 13 March 2018 
through Friday 23 March in Melbourne. The first round of hearings will focus 
on consumer lending practices within the context of credit products such as 
home loans, car loans and credit cards. 

The Royal Commission has not publicly indicated the dates of hearings 
related to the superannuation industry. 

QMV recommends that Superannuation Trustees and service providers 
prepare for the prospect of additional scrutiny in areas including: 

▪ Promotional expenditure and the sole purpose test; 

▪ Death & Disability Claims Handling; 

▪ Administrative Errors & Keeping Proper Records; 

▪ Complaint Resolution & Handling; 

▪ Outsourcing to Related Parties; 

▪ Mergers & SFT failures; 

▪ Trustee Director Fee Payments to Employer and Employee 
Representatives; 

▪ AML-CTF Practices; 

▪ Financial Advice Conduct (FoFA) Compliance; 

▪ Insider Trading Compliance. 

🔗Link to Details 

 

A handful of major reforms were passed into law during February, most notably the BEAR 

regime, APRA Crisis Resolution powers and Financial Complaints Authority regime. 

There are also important technical changes underway, with the extra territorial aspects of 

the EU General Data Protection Regulation likely to create some challenges for 

superannuation and pension funds. 

There is consultation underway on regulations to ensure TRIS can transfer to 

dependants on death more efficiently, and transferring the early release of 

superannuation powers to the ATO. On the policy and guidance front, AUSTRAC has 

released a handy fact sheet on looking at beneficial ownership, and treasury released 

it’s Open Banking report. Oh, and there’s a Royal Commission getting into gear! 
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Banking Executive 
Accountability Regime 

20 February 2018 

Royal Assent  

  

 

The Treasury Laws Amendment (Banking Executive Accountability and 
Related Measures) Act 2018 has been passed by Parliament and received 
royal assent. 

The Act establishes the Banking Executive Accountability Regime (BEAR) to 
impose accountability, remuneration, key personnel and notification 
obligations on authorised deposit-taking institutions and persons in director 
and senior executive roles. 

The Act also provides the APRA with additional powers to investigate 
potential breaches of the BEAR and extend these powers to APRA’s other 
supervisory functions. 

While the reforms to the Banking Act do not directly impact the 
superannuation industry, QMV recommends that superannuation and 
pension funds which are part of corporate groups which are owned by 
an ADI should consider the impact of the regime on executives with 
cross industry responsibilities. 

 

Crisis Resolution Regime 

14 February 2018 

Royal Assent  

  

 

The Financial Sector Legislation Amendment (Crisis Resolution Powers and 
Other Measures) Bill 2017 has received royal assent, and strengthens the 
powers of APRA to facilitate the orderly resolution of bank or insurer. 

The Act provides clear powers that enable APRA to set requirements on 
resolution planning and ensure banks and insurers are better prepared for a 
crisis; and an expanded set of crisis resolution powers that equip APRA to 
act decisively to facilitate the orderly resolution of a distressed institution. 

The Act extends APRA’s direction and statutory management powers to 
include entities within the same group, including entities which are not 
prudentially regulated. This might include RSEs or material service providers 
of RSEs (insurers, custodians, administrators, investment managers). 

QMV recommends that Superannuation Trustees consider the impact 
of possible resolution procedures on operations. This may require 
consideration of resolution on business continuity policies and 
planning, outsourcing arrangements, and risk framework. 

 

Financial Complaints & 
Dispute Resolution Regime 

14 February 2018 

Royal Assent & Regulatory 
Guidance Consultation  

  

 

The Treasury Laws Amendment (Putting Consumers First-Establishment of 
the Australian Financial Complaints Authority) Act 2018 received royal 
assent. The Act will create a new external dispute resolution framework and 
an enhanced internal dispute resolution framework for the financial system, 
including superannuation funds. AFCA will start receiving consumer and 
small business disputes no later than 1 November 2018. 

The Act establishes the Australian Financial Complaints Authority 
(AFCA) for all new financial disputes, including superannuation disputes 
from 1 July 2018. Consumers will have the option to transfer complaints 
made prior to 1 July 2018 to AFCA. AFS and RSE licensees are required to 
apply for membership.  

ASIC has also commenced public consultation on draft regulatory 
guidance on its oversight of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority 
(AFCA). The draft regulatory guidance Regulatory Guide 139, Oversight of 
AFCA, will be open for public consultation until 6 April 2018.  

QMV recommends that RSE Licensees remain attentive to 
developments, particularly concerning transition between the existing 
and current schemes, and any requirements to apply for membership. 
Trustees should also include the implementation of the changes in 
strategic planning. 

  

🔗Link to Details 
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Technical Changes & Updates 

 

Transfer of Transition to 
Retirement Income Stream 
to death dependants 

22 February 2018 

Consultation Paper  

  

 

Treasury released exposure draft legislation to ensure that a reversionary 
Transition to Retirement Income Stream (TRIS) will always be allowed to 
automatically transfer to eligible dependants upon the death of the primary 
recipient. 

Allowing a TRIS to automatically revert in all cases will simplify 
administrative processes for superannuation funds. 

It will also make it easier for superannuation members by eliminating the 
need for recently bereaved dependants to quickly engage with the super 
affairs. 

Currently, a reversionary TRIS cannot transfer to a dependant if the 
dependant themselves has not satisfied a condition of release. 

QMV recommends that superannuation trustees and administrators 
prepare to update product disclosure and guidance, operating 
procedures and systems to adhere to the change once confirmed. 

 

European General Data 
Protection Regulation 

 

EU Regulation (Extra territorial)  

  

 

New privacy regulations made by the European Union (EU) Parliament are 
due to come into effect from May, after the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) was made. The regulation is designed to harmonise 
data privacy laws across Europe, is binding on all EU member states and 
has extra-territorial application. 

It therefore may impact the Australian superannuation funds with members 
in the EU. The GDPR applies to the data processing activities of data 
processors (administrators) or controllers (RSEs) that have an 
establishment in the EU. It is broader in scope than Australian Privacy Law, 
and contains features which do not have an Australian equivalent including, 
for example, an individual’s ‘right to be forgotten’. 

The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) has 
published Privacy business resource 21: Australian businesses and the EU 
General Data Protection Regulation to assist Australian organisations 
consider whether they need to comply with the GDPR. 

QMV recommends that superannuation funds and administrators 
undertake a review to fully understand the impact of the regulation of 
their operations. 

 

Asian Region Funds 
Passport 

19 February 2018 

Draft Exposure Legislation 

 

 

The Government is seeking submissions on a draft of the Asia Region 
Funds Passport (Passport) Bill and related explanatory material. 

The exposure draft includes consequential amendments and revisions from 
the December consultation, including extending the consumer protection 
measures (such as the prohibition on unconscionable conduct) to notified 
foreign passport fund products. 

The Passport is a common framework of coordinated regulatory oversight to 
facilitate cross border issuing of managed investment funds. Australia, 
Japan, Korea, New Zealand and Thailand are signatories to the Passport’s 
Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC), which took effect on 30 June 2016. 

The Asian Region Funds Passport may make regional managed 
investments more accessible for Australian superannuation funds. 

🔗Link to Details 
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Early Release of 
Superannuation Benefits 

21 February 2018 

Exposure Draft Regulations  

  

 

The regulations provide the necessary administrative changes to reflect the 
transfer of responsibility for early release on compassionate grounds from 
the Department of Human Services to the ATO. 

These regulations support the Treasury Laws Amendment (2018 Measures 
No. 1) Bill 2018, which was introduced to Parliament on 7 February 2018, 
and are unrelated to the ongoing review of the early release of 
superannuation benefits. 

The exposure draft regulations and explanatory statement are available on 
the Treasury website. 

QMV recommends that superannuation providers are actively engaged 
in the consultation process, and consider the potential impact on 
administrative procedures and systems. 

  

🔗Link to Details 
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Policy & Guidance 

 

CIPR Consumer & Industry 
Advisory Group 

19 February 2018 

Announcement 

  

 

The Minister for Revenue and Financial Services announced the 
establishment of a consumer and industry advisory group to assist in the 
next phase of development for a framework for Comprehensive Income 
Products for Retirement (CIPRs). 

The central task of the reference group is to provide feedback and advice to 
Treasury on possible options and scope of a retirement covenant in the 
Superannuation Industry Supervision Act 1993. 

This would require superannuation trustees to design and offer appropriate 
retirement income solutions to their members. 

Superannuation fund trustees and service providers should remain 
alert to progress in the development of a regulatory regime for CIPRs. 

 

AUSTRAC Beneficial 
Ownership Fact Sheet 

8 February 2018 

Announcement 

  

 

AUSTRAC has released a new fact sheet to help businesses understand 
and comply with their beneficial owner identification requirements has been 
published by AUSTRAC, Australia's financial intelligence agency and 
regulator. 

The fact sheet draws on feedback from businesses and past compliance 
assessments conducted by AUSTRAC to clarify the key steps for 
businesses to determine beneficial ownership. 

As superannuation funds operate under the trust structure, the fact 
sheet might be useful to superannuation funds and service providers. 
QMV recommends that the AML-CTF function is made aware of the 
Fact Sheet. 

 

Open Banking 

9 February 2018 

Final Report 

  

 

The Treasurer released the Report of the Review into Open Banking, which 
will guide the Government’s approach to giving consumers greater access 
to and control of their data. The policy was announced in the 2017 Budget. 

The final report makes 50 recommendations, on the regulatory framework, 
the type of banking data in scope, privacy and security safeguards for 
banking customers, the data transfer mechanism and implementation 
issues. 

The Consumer Data Right (CDR) will be implemented economy-wide on a 
sector-by-sector basis, initially in the banking, energy, and 
telecommunications sectors. 

QMV recommends that superannuation fund trustees and service 
providers consider the strategic and competitive opportunities which 
may relate to the establishment of an open banking regime. They 
should also consider the prospect of the CDR extension to 
superannuation and pensions in the near future. 

🔗Link to Details 
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Competition in the 
Australian Financial System 

7 February 2018 

Draft Report 

  

 

The Productivity Commission has released its draft report into competition 
in the Australian financial system. 

The draft report recognises that both competition and financial stability are 
important to the Australian financial system, and are an uncomfortable mix 
at times. However, proposes that reforms to the regulatory framework under 
which incumbents operate are essential to realise further benefits of 
competition in the financial system. 

It found that while new entrants to financial markets have brought increased 
competitive pressure in the past, evidence over the past decade suggests 
they cannot be counted on as a primary source of competitive pressure. 

This draft report addresses many issues in the broader competition 
issues which impact the financial services sector. This report provides 
context to the concurrent review into competition and efficiency in the 
superannuation system which is being undertaken by the Productivity 
Commission. 

 

More Questions or Need Support? 

 

 

 

 

🔗Link to Details 

 

QMV partners with superannuation fund trustees and 

administrators to adapt to changes in the legal and 

regulatory environment. 

If you have any questions or need assistance, you can 

contact me directly at jsteffanoni@qmvsolutions.com  

Jonathan Steffanoni, Principal Consultant, Legal & Risk 
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